Good Morning
Industrial Electric/Pneumatic Screwdrivers & Accessories!
Welcome to our latest update featuring Industrial Electric/Pneumatic Screwdrivers and
Accessories that are available.

**Industrial Screwdrivers & Accessories**

***Brushless Electric Screwdrivers***
Standard Brushless Screwdrivers:
This is a brand new electric screwdriver range from Sumake
featuring a new brushless motor. The benefits of this new
motor design are to improve durability and offer a wider
range of torque and r.p.m - this is because in brushless
motors communication is achieved electronically and
therefore they are capable of very high speeds and torque
without arcing.
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section19/ds1909.htm
Brushless Digital Counter Screwdriver:
The Digital Counter range of Electric Screwdrivers features
an innovative brushless motor design (eliminates carbon
dust) which results in low maintenance. With a compact
LED counter built in, it is easy to operate so the user can set
up the counter according to the needs of the work process.
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section19/ds1911.htm
Brushless Powerful Torque Screwdriver:
The Powerful Torque range of Electric Screwdrivers
(2~18Nm) also utilises the Sumake Brushless Motor design
which does not create carbon dust making it ideal for
assembling high torque products in a clean-room
environment. This Electric Screwdriver offers exceptional
powerful performance normally found only in pneumatic

tools so it can also be used for large sized LED/LCD panels
or home appliances.
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section19/ds1912.html
Brushless Industrial Cordless Screwdriver:
Introducing the new Industrial Cordless Screwdriver range
with Lithium Ion Battery, this screwdriver delivers a high
accuracy torque and long lasting motor life cycle. All models
in this range require reduced counterforce due to a special
mechanical structure and this improves operator safety and
reduces occupational repetitive strain.
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section19/ds1913.html
Demonstration Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gB9we7FlRM
***External Brush Electric Screwdrivers***
Standard Ext. Brush Screwdrivers:
This is a brand new Sumake electric screwdriver range from
sumake featuring a new DC motor. The benefits of this new
motor design are to improve durability and offer a wider
range of torque and r.p.m - this is due to the high quality
extra strong magnet, low electric current and stable
rotation. Prices starting from £238.87 for Screwdriver
complete with power supply.
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section19/ds1909a.htm
Demonstration Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSEv5pccjmY
Direct/Mains Plug In Screwdriver:
The AC Full Auto Direct Plug In Electric Screwdriver Range is
easy to operate and employs an extra strong magnet for
increased endurance. A single press causes actuation
therefore offering a quick, simple and accurate method of
fastening general machine screws. This range is designed for
longer work cycles and features an ergonomic design for the
reduction of operator fatigue.
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section19/ds1917.htm
Demonstration Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JofoFe41TgA

***Industrial Pneumatic Screwdrivers***
Oil-Free Pneumatic Screwdrivers:
The new range of air screwdrivers from Sumake boast a huge range of features
only found on more expensive models they include: Less Noise, Ergonomic &
Comfortable, Torque Adjustment/Management, 30% Less Counterforce, Green
Energy/Environmental Protection, High Quality Oil-Free Motor, Noise Levels
Between 67 & 72 dB, Meet ISO5393 & VDI-2647 Standards.

FLF Lever Start Range

FPF Push Start Range

FAF 90º Angle Range

All product datasheets for the above oil-free pneumatic screwdrivers and our
full range of Industrial Pneumatic Screwdrivers can be found here:
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section18/section18.htm
Demonstration Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODZt_p3YV0g
***Industrial Screwdriver Accessories***

Pozi, Phillips, Torx,
Slotted & Socket
Screw Setter
Screwdriver Bits
All accessories for our range of Electric & Pneumatic Industrial Screwdrivers
can be found here:
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section19/ds1915.html
Torque Locking
Covers

***Sumake Screw Feeders***
SFR30 Automatic Screw Feeder:
Introducing the new SFR30 Automatic
Screw Feeder for automatic pick up of
screws with a size range of
M0.8~M3.0 screw head diameter
1.2~9.5mm with a length of
1.0mm~15mm. The digital display
allows for easy and quick setting. The
SFR30 Screw Feeder is able to deliver
up to 50 pieces per minute.
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section19/ds19-18.htm
A358/SF60 Automatic Screw Feeder:
The Sumake A358 Screw Feeder is the
ultimate piece of multi-functional
supply equipment for the production
line. This unit offers an exchangeable
screw-feeding rail which allows for
quick and simple switching action for
servicing screw sizes between 1.0mm
and 5.0mm (other adjustable screw
feeders typically cater for screws from
1.4mm to 5.0mm), making this a very
flexible feeder.
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section19/ds19-007.htm
Demonstration Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QNTyOIXzSQQ
***Digital Torque Meters***
HP10/HP100 Digital Torque Meters:
The Torque Meter - HP100 is compact and easy to
use and fully rechargeable for portal use. It is used
for measuring the torque settings of electric
screwdriver, torque drivers and torque wrenches.
The unit has a 3 way selectable switch that will
measure in Kgf-cm/Nm/Lbf-in. It will also measure
Peak force exerted by the driver or will show a
track measure. It also has a safety overload of
120% Capacity. Please note there is also an HP-10
Torque Meter available which has a torque range
of 0.015 - 1.0Nm.
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section19/ds131.htm

ST1/10/20 Digital Torque Meters:
The ST-1, ST-10 & ST-20 Torque meters are
compact, easy to use and fully rechargeable for
portable use. They have a high level of accuracy,
ideal for use in light industry and machinery
manufacture or scientific research. This
instrument is ideal for detecting and calibrating
various power screwdrivers, wrenches with torque
control, for relative torsion torque testing and for
torsion fracture parts testing. The unit has a 3 way
selectable switch that will measure in Kgfcm/Nm/Lbf-in.
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section19/ds19-08.htm
***Telescopic and Auxiliary Linear Torque Arms***
Telescopic Linear Torque Arms:

Auxiliary Linear Torque Arms:

The Telescopic Linear Torque Arm is
In the Auxiliary Linear Torque Arm
ideal for using on the assembly line
range, a model is also available for
where space is at a
lower torque tools with the aim of
premium and necessary for operator
improving precision on very small
safety. The linear torque arm
objects. The rocker arm allows for
collapses like a telescope
360° movement and the main shaft
and provides smooth operation and
can be extended to a maximum of
movement. Available in either
830mm. Internal gas mechanism
aluminium alloy or carbon fibre alloy allows the user to grab the arm easily
(F) options for virtually no
with automatic lift up and
maintenance. This arm is also suitable repositioning after finishing the work
for use with the pneumatic
piece.
screwdriver range.
http://www.series4.co.uk/prodeqpt/section19/ds1916.htm
*****OTHER SECOND USER MACHINERY*****
**RT3000 ROTARY TAPE DISPENSER £285**CARPENTER 47B MANUAL RIBBON CABLE STRIPPING MACHINE
FROM £750** HIOS CL4000 ELECTRIC SCREWDRIVERS C/W APT30 PSU **BOFFA V-250 TWIN FUME
EXTRACTION SYSTEM £250**SCHLEUNIGER CS9050 CUT & STRIP MACHINE £3000**RT7000 TAPE DISPENSER
£350.00**AMPHENOL STRIPBOX £1325.00**SCHLEUNIGER HC207 PORTABLE COAX STRIPPER £3250.00
THIS IS JUST A SELECTION OF OUR CURRENT RANGE & WE HAVE MANY MORE MACHINES ALSO IN STOCK,
PLEASE CALL WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS OR IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING FOR SALE

Phone us on 02380 866377
or e-mail: sales@series4.co.uk
Best regards
Caroline, Debbie & Mark
Sales Team Series 4
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